
 
 
The Black Star Furies, are a “Power Trio” by: 

 

William Baxter      Vocals & Guitar 

Mr. Teko O’ Liax      Bass & Bk Vocals 

Dr.”NOK” Nikk      Drum & Bk Vocals 

 

 
As many bands, they rise from the ashes of a dead one in September 2008.. the 

purpose is simple: do their music, record, perform, sleaze around a lot! 

During a very cold November in 2008, the first single “Wash Away” (a ballad) is 

recorded and followed few months later (in april 2009) by 3 other tracks 

composing their first EP "96th Street" released on digital by "emmeciesse music 

publishing".The sound is rude but also melodic  “nu style” hard rock. This cocktail 

got excellent results on the web.. and smashed bones during the gigs. 

 

On July 2010 BSF record the “Dream Alone”, included in the compilation “Sounds 

of Underground vol1” by volo libero edizioni. This product joins Famous old Dudes 
& the “new generation” from Milan Underground Street, HR, Punk, Rock Scene. 

It's 2011/12 winter.. with guns fully loaded Furies rumble to the studio to record 

their first album “Rest of the City” composed by 11 brand new tracks that confirm 

Furies’s Style, mixing melodic patterns with powerful rhythmic and riffing. 

Many reviews recognize Rest of the City as a notable work, given the positive 

feedback to the band and the album. 

 

In spring 2014 The Furies were hooked by Jack Rock Agency, join their rooster, 

and begin to be deeply involved in a new series of nasty unpredictable hot stickys 

sweet gigs. On november, same year, BSF tour with "Living Dead Lights" in the 

Baltics... performing in clubs from Riga to Liepaja. 

 

While touring, the guyz start working on their new album, and in the summer of 

2015 they storm in the studio and spit out 14 incredible amazing nu tracks for the 

new album "Vamp in Paradise". 

 

"Vamp in Paradise" Furies’s last album was released on september 24th, 2016. 

The sound is a powerful, large, concrete, Sleaze Roxx!!! in simple words.. IT 

ROCKS!! 

 

During september 2016, the Furies go on tour in Russia, performing in Saint 

Petersburg and Moscow and in the major city of western Russia, such Pskov, 

Novgorod or Yaroslav .. setting on fire every stage they hit! 

 



Back home the trio keep going in performing from north to south Italy and 

release new video from Vamp in Paradise single "L.A. 81" 

 

In November 2017, Black Star Furies opend in Milan for the swedish legend 

Backyard Babies 

 

In the Early 2018 the Furies release an other Video "69" the third single from 

V.I.P. 

Now BSF are working on their next video, the 4th single from Vamp In Paradise, 

and hitting the stage everytime that they are needed. 

 

 

www.blackstarfuries.com  

http://blackstarfuries.ozak.it/

